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CHAPTER I 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Statement of the Problem 
This study explores the possibilities of using a community 
children's theatre as a supplementary resource to curriculum 
experience. The purpose is increasing the appreciation of the 
drama in junior-high-school pupils. Correlation and integra-
tion with the language arts program are evaluated with emphasis 
on the pupil's role as an informed consumer of dramatic enter-
tainment. 
The Childrenrs Theatre of Portland, Maine, is the specific 
laboratory employed. It off ers throughout the entire year a 
program of plays that have educational and cultural value to 
girls and boys. The work of two junior-high school classes in 
English is geared, by teacher-pupil planning in adapting the 
community project, to an in-school study of the drama. 
Importance of the study 
The in-school drama tics program of many schools often 
fails to provide adequate experiences for students in audience 
\ 
situations in the theatre. This may be due to limitations of 
time allotment, absence of facilities, or lack of trained per-
sonnel. Those secondary schools which experiment in creative 
dramatics despite handicaps have a program of educational 
value. This is not the whole picture of developing apprecia-
tion of the drama. The majority of students, now and ultimate-
:1 
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' ly, are consumers of entertainment--not performers. I ' 
Large numbers of movie-going adolescents are audience-
trained by attendance at school assemblies, or by presence at 
the plays produced by dramatic clubs or school workshops . 
There is value in supplementing the provisions of the school 
with community ventures of a corresponding nature. Such exper-
iences, particularly when the community theatre has a high 
standard of stage presentations, provide the student with addi-
tional opportunities for enjoying and evaluating the drama. 
Ability to evaluate entertainment cannot be developed too 
early. Ommanney1 writes that this ability to appreciate and 
enjoy a play because the spectator knows whether or not it is 
good is undoubtedly one of the chief benefits to be derived 
from the study of dramatics. 
The school can well afford to survey additional sources 
that provide multiple experiences for the spectator of the 
drama. MacGowan2 states the trend: 
l. 
2. 
And in the schools, literally hundreds of 
thousands of boys and g irls are getting a 
cr itical and spiritual acquaintance with 
drama in an age when we used to see only a 
few plays a year. It is very new and very 
experimental--this training for leisure; 
but it is growing fast and growing surely. 
Katherine Anne Ommanney, The Stage and the School, New 
York, Harper and Brothers~932, p.~ ---
Kenneth MacGowan, Footlights Across America, New York, 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1929, p. 192. 
Definition of Terms 
Ap preciation of the drama is the understanding of it by 
the use of the intellectual powers and the senses • . Nitchiel 
recalls: 
For although mere entertainment may be very 
delightful, the serious-minded theater-goer 
demands from the stage some more permanent 
value. The absurd ity of farce and the excite-
ment of melodrama will soon pass; the effect 
of great drama will remain in the form of a 
greater knowledge of human motives and actions, 
truer sympathies, higher ideals. 
Batchelder2 says: 
Through the study and interpretation of plays 
dealing with people, conditions and countries 
foreign to the environment of the students, he 
gains ap preciation of living conditions, home 
life, prejudices, superstitions, natural cus-
toms, and the governraent under which others 
exist. This appreciation leads to a wider 
sympathy, a bro a der interpretation, and a 
feeling of brotherhood. 
Good3 defines appreciation as an emotionally fringed 
awareness or perception of the worth, value or significance of 
anyt h inG. He states th&t generally, appreciation is considered 
as havin6 two components; emotional ap preciation based on the 
pleasure and satisfaction derived; intellectual appreciation 
1. Elizabeth Nitchie, Criticism of Literature, New York, 
NlaciViillan Company, 1929, p. 285. 
2. c. Wesley Batchelder, Place, Function and Or ganization of 
the Children's Theatre ln Education, Unpublished Thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, 1930, p. 27. 
3 . Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education, New York, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1945, p.~7. 
3 
which results from the understanding of the aesthetic prin-
ciples and artistic tecrmiques involved. 
With reference to the term theatre, further distinctions 
are made. Since the theatre is an art, understandine its pur-
poses increases appreciation. The theatre is the place where 
dramatic presentations are g iven. 
so concerned, the theatre is of necessity a 
social process. It loses its primary meaning 
and justification when it pursues other objec-
tives than those of providing the vehicle whereby 
the collective spirit of an org anic group may, 
by the process of identification, undergo at 
least momentary transformation ••• For even today 
tbe real theatre is brought into existence only 
when a crowd of spectators is actually assembled to 
witness together a performance, plastic and fugi-
tive in nature, by living human being s. 1 
Drew2 adds: 
The theatre can transport us into a wonderful 
world. It can ravish the senses with beauty 
and brilliance of decor and design, with 
movement and music; above all it can put 
living human figures before us with all the 
magic of illusion. But it is only through 
words that the theatre can move the heart 
to tears or laughter in any but the crudest 
and simplest ways; that it can stimulate and 
excite the mind endlessly with wit and specu-
lation, and set free the human spirit to soar 
and dream. 
1. Encyclopedia of social Sciences, Theat.er, New York, 
MacMillan Company, 1930, Volume XIV, pp. 598-599. 
2. Elizabeth Drew, Discovering Drama, New York, w. W. Norton 
and Company, 1937, pp. 12-13. 
4 
Closely linked to the theatre because of its very essence 
is drama. Drama can exist only in a restricted sense away from 
the t heatre . Drewl claims: 
••• As literature it is a mongrel; there is nothing 
pure about its breeding as there is about the 
epic or the lyric. Drama as an art differs 
from all these in that its medium is different. 
If we have to define drruna it must be as the 
creation and representation of life in terms 
of the theatre. 
Clement 2 reports that drama is the study of a play through 
reading. Dramatics is the acting of the plays . Terms used 
frequently in the discussions of drama and dramatics are 
simplified for pupil use. Some of these from the Clement 
study are included here: 
Conflict is a struggle between two factors. 
Emotion is feeling . 
Suspense is suspended interest. 
Plot is the story. . 
CIImax is the highest point of int erest. 
Characters are the people. 
Dialogue is conversation; the lines whi ch actors 
speak. 
Theme is the idea. 
Pantomine is silent action. 
Atmosphere is the feeling that surrounds the play . 
Characterization is character portrayal. 
settlng is the scene. 
1. Elizabeth Drew, op. cit., p. 13. 
2. Matilda Clement, The Classics Through Dramatics, Unpub-
lished Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 
1939, pp. 32-33. 
I 
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~rama is classified into four divisions with the corres-
ponding definitions for pupils. 
Comedy is a play true to life in which the hero 
overcomes fate . 
Farce is an exaggerated comedy. 
Tragedy is a play in which fate overcomes the hero. 
Melodrama is an exciting, thrilling dramatic per-
formance. 
=-======~F===========================================================~--==~===,-=--
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The community offers a wealth of material that can be 
utilized by the schools. More and more the school is moving 
into the community and employing its resources and its cul-
ture. Roueck1 states: 
But from Maine to California educational 
activities are being more closely , integrated 
into the total life of cities, towns, and 
villages. Community schools, the use of 
community materials in study programs, and 
the bringing to gether on common ground of 
professional school people and laymen are 
receiving wide attention. 
This trend is evident in recent revisions of curricula. 
School exists to improve the quality of living . 
Educators are reviewing this purpose realis-
tically by examining community life and 
adapting the school curricul~ to meet the 
needs of its young citizens.2 
The boun dary line between school and community is fading . · 
Pioneers in removing the barrier often initiated the attack 
by using the community in the extra-curricula program of the 
school. Gradually , in-school time has been given to the com-
munity study . 11 Formal 'reading and reciting' pro grams are 
being replaced by programs that provide opportunities for 
l. Joseph s. Roueck and Associates, Sociological Foundations 
of Education, New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1942, 
p. 145. 
2. Eva G. Pingston, editor, Con~unity Livinb and the Elemen-
tary Scho ol, Twenty-Fourth Yearbook, Bulletin of the 
Department of the Elementary School Principals, National 
Education Association, September, 1945. 
l 
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interaction. 111 One teacher reported an attempt to acquaint 
her English class with the summer recreation pro gram offered 
by her community. The study was an introduction and a guide-
book to fun during a vacation when most pupils would not leave 
the neighborhood.2 
The trend toward utilization of the cormnunity by the 
school is summarized by Roueck3 who says: 
The comraunity and education, both with many 
relatively fixed and unchanging characteris-
t ics, and both caught in the streams of inev-
itable change, work sometimes to common ends 
and occasionally at cross purposes. Within 
the community where educational programs 
necessarily have their roots, educational 
institutions support, overlap, and compete 
with all other institutions. Advanced edu-
cators, p ossessing the sociological view-
point, have taken the lead in working toward 
a closer school into the total life of the 
community , and the resolution, as far as 
possible, of the conflicts which arise 
between the school and community. 
What is being done in programs of this 
nature varies from limited efforts to 
meet particular local problems to projects 
of much larger scope which attempt to bring 
about a total readjustment such as is evi-
denced in the community school project. 
Two main points in this movement are the 
efforts to make education of greater 
tangible service to communities, and the 
use of community materials as the chief 
element in teaching. 
1. John U. Michaelis , Social studies for Children in a 
Democracy, New York, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1950, p. 27. 
2. Tillie Harowitz and Madison Harowitz, 11 The School Takes a 
Hand, 11 Recreation, January, 1945, pp. 531-536. 
3. Josephs. Roueck, op. cit., p. 165. 
8 
Field trips are an impetus in the direction of using the 
conrrnunity and enriching the school pro gram. Mi chael isl empha-
sizes their importance in contributing to social learning . The 
well - planned trip develop s concepts and understandings that are 
extend e d and clarified. There is increased appreciation of the 
relationship between units studied in school and the outside 
worl d . Improved attitudes may result when children come face-
to-face wi t h persons and objects encountered on an excursion. 
Skills of observation, recording, evaluating, intervievving, 
questionins , and critic a l thinking are sharpened when pupils 
see the immediate need for such tools. 
Field trips in the modern curriculum are usually incor-
por a ted in a unit or block of work. As an integral part of 
purposeful activities , the field trips are not only excursions 
for pleasure; t hey become sources of information. 
Leaders in the fiel d of the teaching of English have 
str on61Y recorr@ended units of work tha t are meaningful to the 
stud ent. "An effective pro t,ram in school English must make 
provisions f or carrying the liter ary and linguistic activitie s 
beyond the confines of the Engli sh classroom. "2 In English 
l. John u. Michaelis, op. cit., p. ::::29. 
2 . w. w. Hatfield, editor, An Experience Curriculum in Eng-
lish, A Report of a Committee of the National Counciy-Qf 
Teachers of EnBlish, New York, D. Appleton~century Com-
pany, 1935, p. 4 . 
9 
for social Living,l the authors state that communication for 
some useful purpose provides both objective for the student 
and plan of attack for the teacher . Individuals, class, and 
teacher decide upon something to be done. Speaking , listen-
ing, read·ing , and writing then are used most effectively in 
completing the plan a greed upon. 
The use of a community children's theatre as a resource 
for increasing appreciation for the drama has implications 
for comrnunications in the language-arts program. There is 
value in such a project for junior-high-school pupils. Jas-
low2 recommends this age group as the most satisfying age to 
consider the study of the drruna: 
The age of adolescence is the best time to 
begin the necessary training of the dramatic 
instinct. This instinct is more developed 
in children than in grown people. Especially 
it is active at this great formative period 
of the child's development. 
Anything the classes in English may do to present 
dynamically a study of the drruna will not only not impede the 
pupil's participation and pleasure in in-school dramatics but 
will also increase his enjoyment in his role as consumer. It 
is this role, ultimately that played by most students, that 
will be enriched by field trips to theatres in addition to 
excursions to libraries and museums. 
l. Holland D. Roberts, Walter V. Kaulfers, Grays on N. Ke-
Fauver, English for social Living, New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1943, p. 23. 
2 . M. B. Jaslow, "The Junior Hi gh School and the Drama, 11 
Education, April, 1928, p. 481 
_\ 
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Tellier1 writes: 
The conswaer of drama, then, must be given 
first consideration in the shaping of any 
dramatic pro gram for t h e secondary school. 
Our people of all a ges, young and old, are 
large consumers of dramatic art in many 
forms. They are spectators at , not partici-
pators in, the various theatre arts. 
This emphasis on experience as an aid to appreciation 
is explained in the preface of Conducting Experience in Eng-
lish.2 This report by a committee of the National Council 
of Teachers of English contains over three hundred pages of 
actual classroom experiences. The documentary material from 
hundreds of classrooms throughout the United states advocates 
meaningful correlation of language with the arts and with life. 
"Pulp-literature is providing a short-circuit to the lower 
emotions of students not adequately trainedto read good litera 
ture with ease and enjoyment. 11 Education for evaluation of 
med ia used by the student in theatre, movies, radio, and tele-
vision must be the concern of the school. Experiences that 
correlate and integrate growth in taste and appreciation with 
the community and the language arts program can be provided. 
This need for basing the projects of a language arts 
pro gram upon experience is frequently repeated in An Experience 
l. John Edward Tellier, Practical Procedures f or In-School 
Dramatics, Unpublished Thesis, Boston Unlversity, School 
of Education, 1949, p.6. 
2. Angela M. aroening , editor, Conducting Experiences in 
English, A Report of a Committee of the National Council 
or Teachers of English, New York, D. Appleton-Century 
Company, 19 39, p. v. 
tl 
Curriculum in English:l 
Exper ience is the best of all schools ••• 
school and colle g e curriculum s hould 
consist of experiences. The school of 
experience is the only one which will 
develop that fle x ibility and power of 
self -direction requisite for successful 
living in our age of swift industrial, 
social, and economic change. To incul-
. cate authoritarian beliefs, fixed rules 
of conduct, unreasoned and therefore 
stubborn attitudes, is to set our youth 
in futile and fatal conflict with the 
forces of modern life. 
The trend to block work into units or projects that stress 
pupil activity in addition to providing opportunity for indi-
vidual differences is well on the way to general acceptance. 
b . k 2 . th f th t . t Thut and Ger erlc summarlze e reasons or e enacl y 
and the permanence of the older methods. They state that the 
older view of regarding pupils ~s passive recipients of educa-
tion was derived from psychological theories that held learning 
to be the business of the mind. Thus it followe d that if the 
body is enga ged in activity of any kind, the activity will 
distract and hinder the mi nd in its work. Pup ils we r e ex pected 
to sit still, to listen attentively, and in general to main-
tain a school atmosphere so quiet that if a pin were dropped, 
it could be heard by everyone in the classroom. 11 The lock-
step type of mass education developed by some of the followers 
l. w. w. Hatfield , op. cit., p. 3. 
2 . I. N. Thut, J. Raymond Gerberich, Foundations of Methods 
for Seconda ry Schools, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
1949, p. 270. 
~13 
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of Herbart in America was particularly given to the notion that 
the pupil is merely a container into which the teacher must 
pour whatever knowledg e is g ood for him. 11 
The antithesis of such practice is evident in the newer 
concept of methods of teachin8 which advocates the use of 
units and projects. l Spears says there is a clear distinction 
between unit teachinb and the day-by-day opportunistic manage-
ment of a class. The by .. roads of a unit lead in many different 
directions for many different kinds of teachers. The unit 
approach which supports the theory of the value of experiences 
definitely claims the following advantages: 
l. frees the teacher from the limitations 
of one textbook. 
2. provides flexibility to serve individual 
differences. 
3. facilitates the greater use of the 
community as an educational laboratory. 
Risk2 in appraising unit and project-method approach 
emphasizes the same values. Individuals differ and provisions 
should be made for individua l development. Theoretically, the 
project method provides for well-rounded development. Particu-
lar individual needs and interests are served through individ-
ual projects and assi gnments; needed socialization is provided 
through group activities. 
l. Harold Spears, The Hi gh School for Today, New York, Americ , 
Book Company, 1950,-p:-173. 
2 . Thomas M. Risk, Principles and Practices of Teaching in Sec1 
ondary Schools, New York, American Book Company, 19 41 , p .47 ,. 
~=-=-==~==~~~~~ =; 
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In the attempt to increase appreciation of the arts, the 
unit approach is especially suitable. Riskl stresses the im-
portance of providing specific opportunities for activities 
that direct the student to fields often untouched in the tra-
ditional pattern. He writes: 
While it is no doubt true that a large pro-
portion of our appreciations are acquired as 
concomitant outcomes of other classroom acti-
vities, yet there are several good reasons 
why appreciation type activities should be 
definitely provided for. In the first place, 
appreciations of literature, music and art--
cultural values that can contribute so much 
to the enjoyment of life, the fullness of 
living , and leisure time--are rarely acquired 
to any content unless enjoyable experiences 
especially suited to their attainment are 
provided. Appreciations are not learned 
nor reasoned out; they are stamps of value 
that grow out of experience. 
Hook2 reminds us that most students read for entert a in-
ment. It is the teacher's responsibility while encourag ing 
reading for this purpose to show deeper values. Plays, even 
more directly than fiction, offer a temporary escape. "To 
ourselves, each of us seems a rather drab and unexciting 
person. To get away from that colorless self, we daydream 
or go to the movies or read or pl ay-act ••• 11 The author adds 
that because the drama takes us out of ourselves, it has great 
appeal. The teacher must remember that drama, unlike fiction, 
1. Thomas M. Risk, op, cit., p. 484. 
2. J. N. Hook, The Teaching of Hi gh School English, New York, 
The Ronald Press Company,-r950, pp. 136-137. 
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is usually written to be acted and seen, not heard. It is 
unnatural -and artificial to study plays in school without the 
real experience of seeing plays acted and produced. A unit 
on the drama to be valuable in its contribution to leisure 
would purposely include provisions for attendance at plays. 
Ivlearns1 feels that once an introduction to the arts is 
made, there is no measure of the appreciation that ensues. 
He states: 
Enticing the mind to open to a reception of 
p ossible new enjoyments is part of our proved 
proced~res. Some readers of the daily news-
paper never see the financial columns, some 
never look at the woman's page, some never 
read the book reviews, the art notices, the 
by-liners' columns. We all g o through life 
ignoring much of life with eyes and ears 
closed to huge slabs of that vibrant stuff. 
So the teaching of art appreci a tion must 
be gin with t he business of opening dobrs. 
·what Mearns says about art applies to the appreciation 
of the drmna . If the school makes room for experiences that 
lead to attainment of cultural values, there is some assurance 
that the avenues of enjoyment will lead to a more thoughtful 
use of leisure time. ~he teachers of English have a challen~e 
in this area. Personal growth, satisfaction, and relaxation 
are by-products of the wise use of leisure. In The Challenge 
of Leisur e, 2 the authors say that the first thing to recogniz e 
l . 
2 . 
Hughes Mearns, The Creative Adult, New York, Doubleday , 
Doran and Company, 1941 , p. 137. 
William Boyd, Vivian Ogilvie, The Challenge of Leisure, 
London, New Education Fellowship, 1 936 , p. 14. 
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is that good leisure must always be a persona l achievement . 
Although ordinary people may depend on social arrangements 
and whatever help they may get from others, the right ordering 
of life in the time which is theirs to order is their own 
affair. ' 1 If they are not to be dominated by organization 
during the hours of their freedom as they are dominated by 
mechanical system during the hours of their toil, they must 
use their leisure to make their own souls." 
. 1 
The Correlated Curric~lum, another report of a committee 
of the National Council of Teachers of English, strongly urges 
the use of the arts in the inte grated program. One reference 
to drMna illustrates the view of many educators: 
Dramatics in all its phases is another acti-
vity whose correlation with the curriculum 
and with life has been far from p.erfect and 
whose educational opportunities have often 
been wasted. 
Among many examples of significant correlation and inte-
gration t hat cut across the curriculum is the following illus-
tration: 
The San Antonio junior-high-school curriculum 
attempts to give students in the sixth and 
seventh grades a favorable attitude toward 
the arts and some background of esthetic 
experience by two appreciation courses cor-
relating painting , music, and poetry on the 
basis of supposedly common moods and themes ••• 
l. Ruth Mary Weeks, editor, Correlated Curriculum, A Report 
of a Committee of the National Council of Teachers of 
English, New York, D. Appleton-Century Company, 1936, 
p. 251. 
The teacher reads the literary selections, dis-
plays the pictures, and while they are still on 
display, plays the music on the victrola. The 
class then discusses the pictures, music, and 
literary selections spontaneously. The mood 
or theme of the group of selections is neve r 
told to the class. Ihe idea is that the group-
ing will suggest it. 
The approaches to a ppreciation of the drama in correla-
tion and · integration with other subjects in the curriculum, 
and the community are numerous. The authors of Teaching 
secondary English2 include in their recent text an adaptation 
of a list of activities in connection with motion pictures 
which was originally prepared by Mi s s Harriet J. Baldwin 
of Clinton, Illinois Hi gh School . Although these centers of 
activities relate to films, they can easily be channeled and 
expanded to enrich any unit, p articularly one that purports 
to widen experience in the dramatic arts . The activities are 
grouped under the headings of Reading , Writing, Speaking , 
List·ening, and Problems in Evaluation. Specific activities 
are listed under these essentials of the language arts pro-
gram. In a summary to this kind of a program the authors 
remind us that skills of cornmunic a tion, such as those involved 
in reading and library research, in the mechanics of written 
expression, pronunciation, vocabulary , and the like, c an be 
l. Ruth Mary Weeks, e d itor, op. cit., p. 159. 
2. John J. DeBoer, Walte r Y. Kaulfer~, Helen Rand Miller, 
Teaching secondary English, New York, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1951, pp. 304-315. 
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effectively taught in relation to the practical use of language 
to which a dynamic unit competently lends itself. 
CHAPTER III 
THE COMMUNITY AND THE LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAI'Il 
Batchelderl in his study classifies children's theatres 
into the following groups: 
l. theatres which give special performances 
by adults for children. 
2. theatres connected with settlement houses. 
3. university theatres where students majoring 
in dramatics have definite programs for 
children. 
4. school theatres. 
5. community theatres for children. I 
This study is concerned with the last type mentioned. ' 
All types, however, had their origin in Europe. The first 
children's theatre on record was initiated in France in 1776. 
Countess de Genlis built a theatre on her estate for her child-
ren . Inspired by Rousseau's Emile, the Countess wrote plays 
with her own children, and later with the children of the Duke 
of Chartres who, in 1782, gave her the position of governess of 
his three sons. Madame de Genlis believed that all the elemen-
tary lessons of the heart and the spirit were not contained in 
textbooks. 2 
l. c. Wesley Batchelder ,~· cit., p. 3. 
2. Winifred Ward, Theatre for Children, Anchorage, Kentucky, 
The Children ' s Theatre Press, 1950, pp. l-7. 
1_9 
In 1903 in the Educational Alliance Building on the East 
Side of New York, the first children's theatre in the United 
states was founded by Mrs. Alice Minnie Herts, with Mrs . Emma 
Sheridan Fry as director of plays.l Since this memorable date, 
children's theatres in the United states spread across the land 
into communities which frequently , as is true of Portland, make 
the theatre part of their recreational department and allot 
money for its support. The aim of the first children's theatre 
is not forgotten in the current ventures. Mrs. Herts 2 writes 
in her introduction: 
The Children's Educational Theatre did not 
develop to demonstrate a pedagogical theory , 
but simply to supply a hitherto unsupplied 
though universal demand--the demand of child-
ren and young people for interesting enter-
tainment. 
The Children's Theatre of Portland, Maine, introduced its 
program of plays for children in 1934. This co~nunity project 
b e gan first as a service for young people by the local Junior 
League. Later it was adopted by the Department of Parks and 
Recreationa l of the city. It is directed by one professional-
ly-trained worker who is assisted by volunteers from the com-
munity . The board of directors includes local teachers and a 
supervising principal. Pupils from the elementary, junior-
high and senior-high schools are eligible for participation 
l. Winifred ward, op. cit., p. 21. 
2. Alice Minnie Herts, Children's Educational Theatre, New 
York, Harper and Brothers, 1911, p. l. 
f 
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in the theatre workshops as actors, members of the crew, or as 
spectators. They may serve on stage , costume, ticket, or 
publicity co1nmittees. 
The winter repertory of plays presented in the school 
auditoriurns of the c ity provides for several p erformances of 
each play. Synopses are sent in advance of production to all 
classroom teachers. The summer pro gram of the trailer t h eatre 
takes in all the playgrounds of Portland and south Portland. 
In 1050, over 20,000 children attended performances. Many 
children followed the same play from playground to playground. 
The Children's Theatre is, because of the size of the 
city, the only cultural pro gram offered to all children . There 
is no admission charge for summer productions. Winter per-
formances cost le ss than the price of a movie. 
Two national theatre organizations, the American Educa-
tional Theatre Association and the National Theatre Associa-
tion, work throughout the country with schools and with 
theatre groups like the Portland Community project. They 
serve as clearing houses and centers for service to leaders 
concerned wi th dramatics. 
The Portland Trailer Theatre is reputed to be the only one 
of its kind in the country. The idea of this mobile unit was 
first conceived in the fall of 1943 when the Portland Parks and 
Recreational Department was faced with the wartime problem of 
juvenile delinquency. The Children's Theatre, an established 
a gency , was asked to help improve dramatics facilities on local 
( 
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playgrounds. The idea of a collapsible stage which could be 
transported easily from one playground to another was dis-
cussed by the comrnittees. 
The teclmical staff of the Children's Theatre with t h e 
h elp of an expert from the National Children 1 s Theatre and a 
professional contractor designed and built a workable theatre 
out of forty-eight pieces of pressed wood similar to Masonite. 
Martinl says the theatre was built in sections and tra vels 
flat on the flo or of the trailer between performances. The 
stage is 15 1 9 11 by 10 1 • There is an apron that can be extended 
to provide more action space. Two projecting wings g ive dre ss-
ing rooms and a place for properties. This completely demount-
able construction is joined with iron bolts. The contractor 
and the workers developed their own process of assembling and 
demounting . They are able to unlo ad the trailer, and set up 
the theatre in an hour ; to take it down and load it in forty-
. five minutes. Blue prints of the theatre are be i ng used in 
Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Hrumnond, Indiana, and stockholm, 
sweden, for the purposes of duplicating this mobile theatre. 
With the completion of the Portland trailer construction, 
Portland children wer e offered a summer and a winter theatre 
program. 
l. 
2. 
soule2 recalls the first adventure with this new unit: 
M. c. Martin, 
p . 232. 
11 On the Playground 11 , Recreation, August, 19451 
11 A Children 1 s Trailer Theatre / Recreation, I 
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After the p e rsonnel director of the Children's 
Theatre had gotten in touch with the dramatics 
teachers in the four hi gh schools, and one 
private school, a company of boys and girls--
ranging in age level from sophomores in high 
school to seniors in colle ges--was selected to 
help with the project. Summer of 1944 marked 
the successful start of the Trailer Theatre ••• 
Working five days a week, after an intensive 
six weeks rehearsal schedule, they presented 
a two-play repertory of approximately twenty 
performances. 
On t he playgrounds, wooden pins and clotheslines are 
staked by the scenery crew to make rows. A seating plan cap-
able of holding an audience of 150 to 2 , 0 00 is p os sible with 
this arrang emen t. Using the slogan 11 fee t to fanny make a 
row" , g irls, boys, and a dults are comfortably seated in neat 
rows on the playgrounds. In add ition to the usual crews of 
girls and boys who help with productions, there is the 11 aud-
ience detail. 11 These volunteer student workers take care of 
very small children during the play by entertaining them in 
sand piles or in swings. This service permits older junior-
hi gh pu p ils or any child who has the responsibi lity of y ounger 
children to enjoy the play without cares or worry. 
In 1949 -1950 at the William B. Jack Junior Hi gh School, 
Portland, Maine , two classes, one seventh and one eighth, 
planned wi th the teacher a program of activities that correla-
ted severa l phases of the languag e arts program with the cur-
rent pro gram of the Portland Children's Theatre. Sixty pupils 
participated in this project. 
Classes first reviewed the history of the Portland Child-
ren' s Theat re; they set up student committees wi th the respon-
'3 
sibility of finding answers to the questionnaire prepared by 
the classes. 
sma ll- group or ganization was used during this introduc-
tion. This technique was employed most frequently during the 
year because of the opportunity it offers for the considera-
tion of individual differences, awareness of pupil interests, 
and p ractice in democratic procedures. 
Prepara tion also i nvolved se t ting up criteria for evalua-
t i n g student voices as well as voices of professionals on the 
stage and radio. Pupil reports, written and oral, were empha-
sized as one way of crystallizing impressions and exp eriences 
in the theatre. Work on organization of ideas preceded writing 
of reports. 
The Art Department placed at the d i sposal of the students 
a four-by-five foot stag e equipped with lights, curtains, 
several miniature sets, and scenery . Pupils made original sets 
for this stage. Problems of staging could be discussed more 
dynarn.ically with t h is visual aid. Under the direction of the 
art instructor, illustrations from plays read or seen were 
completed . The art instructor who as a student in . college 
desi gne d setting s for college plays gave an illustrated talk 
on this work. 
The radio pro grams sponsored by the Children's Theatre 
were also correlated with literature and the speech arts. 
Presented over a local s t ation on Saturday mornings ·at 9:15, 
the radio series brought to the students in their homes addi-
tional vicarious theatre experiences. Introductory notices 
giving short synopses1 of the dramatiz ation were used f or 
reviewing the pr ogram. 
The vocat i on al implic ati ons of a unit in which pupils 
participate in a community-sponsored program are many . These 
were increased when pupils voluntarily joined the Creative 
Dramatic ~ork shop, a ne ighborhood project of the Portland 
Childreh 1 s The atre. Eighteen pupils from the Wil liam B. Jack 
Junior High school attended classes tbree afternoons a week f 
eighteen weel{s in the Lee Recreation Center. In addition to 
desi gning scenery, collecting costv~es and properties, assist-
ing at rehears a ls, these pupils presented Carroll's Be au ty 
I s Fled2 at the Lee Recreational Center on Saturday, January 
21, 1950 . An additional performance was given tl:e f ollowing 
week in the auditorium of the junior-high-school. 
oral reports of the pupils who appeared in t his play 
emphasized the fun of joining the Children's Theatre as actors, 
ticket sellers, ushers, or st age managers. 
The d irector of the senior class plays in the local high 
school a ccepted an invi tat i on to speak to the sixty pupils 
studyin g the theatre. Tak ing for her title "Directing a Play 11 
this teacher began with the problems connected with tryouts, 
plans of rehearsals, settings, costumes, a nd teamwork of all 
l. Appendix, p. 68. 
2 . Paul Vincent Carroll, Beauty Is Fled, Appendix P·69. 
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who worked together. Following her talk, the students asked 
questions and participated in the discussi on. 
Arranging for speakers involves purposeful oral and writ-
ten activities such as discussing , tele p honing, writing invi-
tations, · introducing speak ers, and sending thank-you notes. 
Criteria for evalua~ing plays were reviewed and modified as 
measuring instruments for evaluating motion pictures and radio 
programs . 
Development of an extensive reading pro gram began by 
adding books to the classroom library: 
. Collection of plays used in the past b y the 
Portl an d Children's Theatre. 
Collection of those plays to be presented 
in the current year. 
Copies of plays produced by dramatics clubs 
of local high schools. 
Books from which plays have been adapted. 
Biographies of famou s pe ople portrayed in 
plays . 
Biographies of famous actors and actresses. 
Books on the theatre. 
During the 1949-50 season, the Portland students attended 
t wo concerts. The Rochester Civic Orchestra, under the direc-
tion of Mr . Guy Fraser Harrison, presented a pro gram of seven 
selections in the City Hall Audit orium on December ·9. The 
pro graml sent out in advance of the concert was used as the 
l. Appendix , p. 71. 
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basis of classes in music appreciation. When the pupils 
attended the concert, they were already familiar with the 
scores which added to their enjoyment. 
In the Portland City Hall Auditorium, Fe.bruary 11, 1950, 
the Portland Children 1 s Theatre presented the student Phil-
harmonic Orchestra in an afternoon concert. 1 Similar prepara-
tion by the students under the supervision of the music teacher 
was developed. 
Both concerts afforded additional experiences for the 
students to participate in audience-situations beyond the 
classrooms . The c oncerts became introductions to discussions 
on the use of music in the theatre, motion pictures, radio, 
and television. 
In a project that aims at increasing appreciation of the 
drama, there is opportunity to touch all subjects in the cur-
ricullli~. Any cultural program that- e ducates for leisure 
enriches basic sk ills in communication as it offers motivation 
for exploration in allied fields. 
---------------------------------
1. Appendix, p. 73. 
CHAP'rER IV 
ENJOYING THE PLAY--A SOURCE UNI'.r 
This chapter consists of a source unit illustrating 
correlation with purposeful activities in the language arts 
program, other departments of the school, and other community 
resources. The unit is based on .the plan used by the writer 
with t viO classes in English at the William B. Jack Junior 
Hi gh School, Portland, Maine. To widen the range for its 
usability in senior-high school, material that is more tech-
nical for analysis of the play has been incorporatea in the 
rev i se d unit. Activities that utilize the content of the 
advanced curriculum have been added. 
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EN JOYING THE PLAY 
General Statement of the Unit 
Television, radio, and motion pictures continually pre-
sent stories of life for our enjoyment. Told in dramatic form, 
these stories increase our understanding of man's daily exper-
iences. Reading a play intelligently affords similar pleasure. 
Furthermore, the discovery of the techniques and the elements 
which the playwright uses to produce his effects widens our 
appreciation. Knowing a play through reading is a prepar·ation 
for the greater experience of watching the acted play come ali 
on the stage, in the movies, over the radio, or on televisiQn. 
Delimitation of the Unit 
A. Types of .Drama 
1. Tragedy is a play in which fate overcomes the 
hero. 
2. Greek tragedy was founded on the idea that a 
mortal must not take the moral law into his 
own hands. 
3. Vfuen a mortal did break the moral law, a tragedy 
occurred. 
,.;· 
4. Tragedy means more than the death of the hero. 
5. The hero is involved in the tragedy because of 
some flaw in himself. 
6. The conflict in a 1'.ragedy may be between two ex-
terior forces, between forces in conflict within 
)I 
I 
I 
the character, or between a combination of 
internal and exterior forces. 
7. Comedy is a play in which the hero overcomes fate 
8 . Comedy has more of an intellectual than an 
emotional appeal. 
9. High comedy appeals to the mind. 
10. Farce is exaggerated comedy. Activities of the 
characters in ridiculous situations interest 
the imagination and offer entertainment. 
11. Low comedy emphasizes physical incongruity. 
1 2 . Melodrama is an ~xciting , thrilling dramatic 
performance. 
13. Melodrama has high emotional elements. 
14. Romantic melodrama emphasizes love. 
B. Elements of a Play 
l. The theme is the broad idea of the play. For 
example: King Lear by William Shakespeare 
emphasizes the ingratitude of cb.i.ldren toward 
their parents. Darkness at Noon by Sidney King~ 
sley is the story of a man fallen victim to his 
own false philosophy. 
2. The themes of tragedies are: love, revenge, 
and honor. 
3. The propaganda play emphasizes the theme. 
4. The theme s h ould not be above the characters 
and dialogue in prominence. 
5. Plot is a collection of specific incidents one 
of which has strong conflict that develops into 
a climax. Plot is the story which the drama 
tells. For example: The plot in Emperor Jones 
by Eugene O'Neill is the struggle of Jones to 
accumulate money from the natives and the attempt 
to leave the island with the money. The man 's 
imagination and his own fears prevent this 
resolution. 
6. Plot needs explanation, developing incidents, 
climax, and solution. 
7 . The plot usually has unities of ti~~, place, 
and action. 
8 . The setting s explain the environment. They help 
define time and character. 
9. setting s establish the mood of the play. 
10. Atmosphere includes the mood of the play. This 
mood comes to us through settings, lighting, 
costuming , and dialogue. For example: In Marc 
Connelly's Green Pastures, impressive li ghting , 
suggestive settings of a heaven conceived in the 
minds of the simple Negroes of the Roark Brad-
ford stories, simple dialogue used in the drama-
tic retelling of some well-known Biblical tales, 
and the appropriate costumes contribute to the 
beauty of the production. In addition, there is 
3.· . 
the chorus singing Ne gro spirituals at intervals 
during the play. Through such artistic combina-
tions a mood of reverence is never lost. 
ll. Dialo gue tells us about the characters. Dialo gue 
is convers a tion. It aids plot development and 
helps create the atmosphere. 
12. Characterization is the creation of individuals 
by means o f acting , make -up, costumes and dia-
logue. 
13. The study of characterization in plays increases 
our understanding of people. 
1 4 . Pantomi ne and voice are the tools which actors 
use in interpreting characters. 
c. Reading the Play 
1. First steps in reading a play: 
a. Note the title and name of the author. 
b. Read the list of characters. 
c. The first paragra ph, usually given in italics, 
describes the scene. Particulars given here 
help the imagination vitalize the scene. 
d. stage directions help the reader see t he char-
acters in costume, in pantomine, and in posi-
tions for the initial dialogue. 
e. The reader assigns features and voice to the 
characters. This is done by imagining what the 
characters are like. Do they remind you of 
11 
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people you know? Do they ranind you or char-
acters in a book you have read? 
f. Intangible qualities are added as the reader is 
able to judge the cb~racters in different situa-
tions. The reader gets this information: 
By what the character says. 
By what the character doesn 1t say. 
By what the character doe s. 
By what the character causes others to do. 
By what other characters say about each 
other. 
g. The reader looks for the atmosphere. 
h. The reader notes t h e plot of the play. 
i . The reader identifies the causes and the reso-
lution of the plot. 
2 . Reading a play involves more than following the 
story and determining the basic idea. Reading 
includes interpreting. 
3. Reading a play involves anticipation. This means 
f<reseeing the outcome or the results. It includes 
looking forward to the outcome of the action. 
4 . This kind of reading takes practice. 
D. Evaluating the Play 
1. Criteria for evaluating a play at the theatre or 
through the medium of radio or television include 
the answering of three questions : 
What is the purpose of the plaY\vright? 
How well has he a ccomplished this purpose? 
was the work worth doing? 
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2. Defend or refute the following statements in rela-
tion to the play you are evaluating: 
The actors used their voices effectively. There 
was variety in their inflections. The actors were 
convincing . 
Some characterizations were trite, hollow, types. 
It was easy to imagine the characters in other 
situations. They reacted the way I expected them 
to react. 
The pantomine was realistic and natural. 
The costumes were in harmony with t h e dialogue 
and setting s. 
There should have been less realism in costumes. 
The costumes added to the understanding of the 
characters. 
The setting s were effective. They did not get in 
the way of the mood. 
The lights helped to define the action. 
The play dragged. There was monotony. This mono-
tony can be attributed to the intentions of the 
writer and director. 
The temp o of the play was slow because of lack of 
sk ill on the part of the cast. 
The end ing of the play was a logical solution. 
The play is one I would lik e to read. 
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In comparing this production with other plays I 
have seen or heard, there are three or four reasons 
why I consider this one superior (or inferior). 
This play has possibilities for adaptation in 
motion pictures. The screen version would improve 
the interpretation. Hollywood sometimes subtracts 
from the worth of a play or a book. 
Probable Incidental and Indirect Learning Products 
A. Incidental 
1. The ability of the pupil to know why he likes one 
play better than another. 
2. The ability to visualize a scene from a printed page. 
3. The ability to interpret the characters as people in 
conflict. 
4 . The recognition of worthwhile programs currently shown 
on television. 
5 . The recognition of the best radio programs featuring 
drama. 
6. The development of ability to "shop" for movies instead 
of just going to any movie. 
? • 1rhe development of the ability to read movie and play 
reviews -v ith discernment . 
8. The pupil's growing ability to locate information. 
9. The ability to use new words. 
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10. The ability to make interesting written and oral re-
ports. 
11. The ability to work successfully with others. 
'rhe ability to listen attentively. 
13. The ability of the pupil to edit his own materials. 
B. Indirect 
l. The appreciation of the tremendous talent and work 
needed for the production of a successful play. 
2. The attitude of respect for people who have contribu-
ted generously to the advancement of the drama. 
3. The improvement of taste in the pupil 's choice of 
reading . 
4. The development of interest in general reading which 
carries over to out-of-school life. 
5. The attitude of respect for people who are different. 
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The Unit Assignment 
suggested introductory activities -- Any of the core and 
optional activities may be used in place of the folloWing sug -
gested activities. 
1 . show a motion picture to the class. Permit pupils to 
discuss the film before and after the showing to deter-
mine why they like or do not like this form of enter -
tainment. Determine the purpose of the film. Discuss 
the value of the purpose and how well it was developed. 
2 . Arran ge a bulletin board display that features well-
known actors and actresses. List the plays or movies 
in which they have appeared. Include lists of radio 
programs on which plays are re gularly presented. Have 
a collection of plays, biographies of people connected 
with the theatre, and books from which movies have 
been adapted. The literature should be in colorful 
jackets, if possible, in order to enrich its app eal. 
Through questioning and observa tion, lead the class 
to a discussion of what they already know of the 
theatre. Proceed by asking what they would like to 
know. 
3. Invite a member of the coramunity to speak to the class 
on a phase of the theatre with which he is familiar. 
Invite a member of the faculty who has had experience 
with dramatics to gi ve an illustrated talk on one or 
two aspects of his work or experience in the t heatre. 
study and activity guide -- Since this unit attempts to utilize 
sever a l aspects of the languag e arts program concurrently wi th 
the main objective of increasing appreciation of the drama, the 
following guides are submitted to the pupil. They will be used 
periodically for verification and for review of the principles 
of voice improvement and the democratic procedures of working 
together in groups . The forms of these guides follow: 
The Committee 
A pupil-committee is a means by which a group of students 
in a democracy thfuks thing s over in an orderly way with freedom 
for expression of opinion. Committess vary in size. The chair-
man is in charge of the committee and presides at the group 
meetings. The secretary of a committee takes notes on the 
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important 11 business 11 or on the discussions in his group; re-
cords decisions and revises his notes before reporting to the 
group or to the class. 
The work of the committee should be discussed clearly by 
the group wi th opinions or questions raised by the chairmen or 
members. Then, the particular duties of the committee should 
be clearly stated in writing . The leader may request volun-
teers for the work to be done. 
A cownittee need s every member. Evaluate yourself using 
the followin g check-list: 
l. Participation 
Do I contribute my ideas to the meeting s without being 
ask ed? 
Do I look at the person speaking? 
Do I offer to help others? 
Do I try to do accurate work? 
Do I try to evaluate the worth of my material so that 
my as s i gnment includes the most valuable and most 
interesting information? 
Does the quality of my work show that I have worked 
carefully? 
· . Are my assi gnments ready on time? 
2. Voice and Diction 
Is my voice pleasing? Vvhy? Why not? 
Do I have to repeat words or sentences because I am 
not understood'l 
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Do I check on the pronunciation of words I am not sure 
I pronounce correctly? 
Do I talk directly to the group? 
Do I try to speak clearly? 
Ap praising the Voices of Others 
Today our voices are our most important means of communi-
cation. We s peak many hundreds of words to one that we write. 
Appraising the voices of thos e working in the dramatic fields 
of radio, television, and the motion pictures will help us to 
listen critically to our own voices. Communication of ideas 
a s much as communication of our feelin g s and conflict depe.nds 
on t he intelli gent use of the voice. 
Look over the rating chart for t h e evaluation of voice 
which follows. study the corunon characteristics of voice that 
are l i sted . Using this char t to note the voice qualities of 
those to whom you will be listening , will enable you to improve 
your own voice. The chart also will be used in comparing the 
values of voice in actors in the projection of character. 
What ideas would you add , or how could you improve the chart? 
~~=-~-==-===--~====c===========---=~=-=-==-~=======================================F======== 
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RATING CHAR'r FOR EVALUATION OF VOICE 
Name 
Location (class, radio, movie, theatre) 
Date 
Directions: Circle characteristics of the voice you are 
studying. 
r·-·-.--......... .. ,. . --··---- ·-------·1" ""' .. ----·------·-···--.. ----.. -- ·----------·r-·-··~---~- .. -~~~~=r-·--- -~--- --~-, 
• l. Volume: Adequate Strong Soft ! Weak l I L I , \ j------------------ .. -- . -- ........... - --- --- - -- ~ -- ---- --- --------T--- . ---- ... ·--- ---+------- ... ------------1-----------.----- ~ 
j 2. Pitch: I Just right j Too low ! Too high ! ·; 
l I . I i 
i- ----·---·-----------.. -- .. ·------------- \ ........................................... + .... -----.. --- .. --.......... 1- ... _ .............. """--- ·- l·· --·-- ... - · ... -··----·----
' 3 1· t ' Pl . . R' h ! Th' 1 N l l • Qua 1. y: j eas1.ng 1 J..C ; 1.n l asa 
~------- ---------. -- .... ----- l ............... ~· --- I--------···~· -.------··--J ........... _.~ ........................... _ L_ .. ______________ .. -i I 4. Rate: ------ r .. Moderate l Too slow i Uneven i Rapid 
I i ; i l ~-------··--·-- -----~ -·-·····-···-·· ________ __ .., -··· --···· ~ !; f I i 
!- -~·-. • ... ,,, __ ,,t, '•,- -·-•--'' ..._ ,,,,,.,._. ,, .. ~ .. ,j-~-«•~--· .._.-~_._,,,,_ .. ._,_,,. ___ ,_ ,,1-._ --• •• ·•• .. _. __ ~ -•-·•·W -- ~· ~-
~ 5. Phrasing : t Excellent 1 Even !. Jerky ~ Too long : 
~ ' : l 1!· -~· I I •· , )~----·------·· , ... , .... ~ . ........ , ....... , ........ ""t' ......... ............ ................ t--··-........................ ,. ...... :~ ............. ._ ,_! ... _._~ ••• ., .• """ I ...... ,.. ... ·' ·- · ~- ..... ,.' --l 
j 6. Diction: \ Natural l Clear j Artificial\ Sloppy l 
~ ? 1 1 I ~- -; . Pronunciation: l correc~-l F~~1.;;·;· ·r---·· ·--- --..... ')' ... .. ........ . -----·
1
! 
I i i 1 L _____________________ , __ ,__ .......... -- ...... -.. L ............... --..................... J .............. ~ .. --------------- ..... t ....... .............. ____ ---- . ______________ _; 
Additional comments: 
Signature of student critic 
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Core Activities 
The following activities should be mimeographed for the 
pupils. The activities are arranged in three groups to pro-
vide for sma ll group work and individual assi gnments in addi-
tion to the preliminary background which the whole group will 
develop together as a class activity. 
A. Class 
l. Read a three-act play of e ach type: tragedy, com-
edy, melodrama. Discuss carefully each type. 
Note differences in plot development, characteriza-
tion, and atmosphere. 
2. Discuss movies that are examples of each of these 
t;ypes. 
3. Discuss movies in which the use of photography 
emphasized pantomine in projecting emotion. Find 
similar examples from television programs. 
4. Classify according to type . Discuss the theme, 
plot, setting, and dialogue of plays curren tly 
dramatized on radio progrruns. Compare chanacters. 
5. Make arrangements for attendance at a play. 
pupils will prepare oral or written reviews of 
the play. The student may write his report as 
review or he may use the informal essay form. 
suggestions for writing the review: 
a. Answer the five ~'s in the first para-
graph. 
Vvho 
What 
Where 
When 
Why 
b. Give specific details of what you liked best. 
c. Quote lines that appealed to you. 
d. Include specific reasons why you liked or 
didn't like the play. 
suggestions for the informal paragraph or essay: 
The Voice I Liked Best 
What I Liked in the Play 
The scene I Liked 
What I Saw at the Theatre 
The Part the Lights Played 
The story of the Play 
The Music in the Play 
The Costumes Tell a Story 
Why I Like Tragedy 
Why I Like Comedy 
6. By teacher-pup il planning , arr an ge to display a 
complete list of plays to be presented during the 
current year in the community. Senior-class p l ays 
of local hi gh schools, one-act plays, and pl ays 
produced by Little Theatre groups should be in-
eluded. If it is possible for the group to attend 
college presentations or the professional the atre, 
these programs can be added. Plan to read and 
discuss the plays before attending performances. 
B. Activities for small g roups 
Select one of the following nine committees which 
app eals to your interests. Class time will be provided 
for me~tings of' the comraittees in addition to periods for 
completing assignments. Review and discuss the ~uide 
sheet on The Committee which was given to you. This 
will help your group to hold effective meetings. 
1. Prepare a paper on definition of terms used in the 
theatre. 
Suggestions: Lis.t vocabulary with definitions. 
Use the words in interesting, illus-
trative sentences. Illustrate voca-
bulary with pictures, cartoons, or 
original drawings, and collect news-
paper clippings that contain these 
words. Underline words. Arrange 
material on bulletin board. 
2. Costumes aid us in understanding the play as a 
whole, and each character in the play. Find pic-
tures that have suitable costumes for one of the 
plays you have read. Visit the public library 
and examine the picture collection of costumes. 
Plan to borrow a set for display in the class-
room. Choose your pictures with a definite period 
in mind. For example, you might have Costuraes of 
Colonial Days, or Types of Indian Costumes. You 
might collect pictures of scenes from a play cos-
turned differently for a totally different effect: 
Julius Caesar as costumed in the very modern 
Orson Welles' production and Julius Caesar in the 
traditional togas. Design a costume for a char-
acter from a book yoU are now reading . 
3. Write a paragraph that describes a setting from a 
play you have seen. Explain how the setting con-
tributed to the play. Add pictures showing scenes 
tha t could have been used. Give your reasons. 
4. Make arrangements with the Art Department for work-
ing out a mural depicting scenes from a play. Use 
plays read in class or plays you have seen. Make 
a collection of pictures that might be used for 
setting s for particular plays. Prepare t o explain 
in a chart the reasons for y our choice of p ictures. 
Tell h ow pictures are appropriate . Quote lines 
from the play that support your choice in relation 
to atmosphere. 
5. We understand characters in a play from the way trey 
talk and from the way they react to other people. 
What they say and what other people say about them 
tell us what kind of people they are. How they 
dress and act tells us more about them. Dress 
dolls in style and color scheme appropriate for 
some of your favorite book friends or characters 
from play s. Write a short paragraph to a ccompany 
the dolls in your exhibit explaining what t h e cos-
tume shows about the character. Collect pictures 
=================================-====-=--~t======~~ 
that look like characters from plays or books that 
you have read. Include with each picture lines 
that reveal the character. Note the name and 
author of the book from which the character is 
taken. 
6. Acting is the interpretation an actor gives his 
role. An actor first understands the theme of 
the story and the part his character contributes 
to t h e whole play . The actor uses his voice, his 
imagination, his gestures, and his costumes to 
help us understand the play. Use lines from a play 
that illustrate different emotions and attitudes 
such as: 
joy 
love 
sorrow 
contempt 
pity 
surprise 
anger 
determination 
disappointment 
contentment 
happiness 
amusement 
Collect pictures of famous actors and actresses. 
Write a paragraph to accompany each picture. In-
elude interesting facts. F'or example, you might 
tell how the actor became interested in this 
particular work. How the actor learns his role or 
what the actor is doing now, could be included. 
By committee arrange for an assembly program to 
which the rest of the school is invited. Have as 
a guest speaker someone from the co~nunity who has 
had experience in acting who would be interested 
in talking to girls and boys about some of the 
/ 
techniques of acting . 
7. Pantomine represents thoughts and emotions by 
means of bodily movement alone. All acting incluoo 
some pantomi ne. Wat ching professional actors and 
actresses will show how thoroughly they know these 
·physical reactions. successful pantomine requires 
an economy of action. VVho are some world-famous 
masters of pantomine? Prepare an oral talk that 
tells why they were great. Illustrate talk with 
pictures showing these actors clearly expressing 
ideas by movement alone. Tell vvhat you think are 
the ideas being expressed. Prepare a series of 
pantomines to be g iven by the committee for the 
I 
class who will identify what ideas are being 
enacted; 
Examples: 
Receiving a guest at the door. 
Hearing bad news on the telephone. 
Cheering at a basketball gmae. 
Girl receiving an engagement ring . 
Collect pictures strong in postures that reveal 
attitudes and bodily action. Prepare a short 
paragrap h that explains what these reveal to you. 
8. The important function s of li ghting is to make 
actors and action visible to the audience. Effec-
tive lighting helps us feel the atmosphere of the 
play. Prepare an oral report on the system of 
lB 
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lights available for stage purposes in your 
school. Learn how to use the system for a demon-
stration for the class . Prepare an illustrated 
talk on the effect of light on mood . Use pictures 
to show different methods of lighting the stage 
or a particular spot of the stage. Tell what you 
think about the effect of lights on the audience. 
9 . Music often emphasizes the dramatic scenes and 
helps to create the mood . Not i ce the part music 
plays in radio and television productions. Mov-
ies also use musical scores to help interpret mood 
and setting of the drama. Prepare a written re-
port that tells about the music written especially 
for certain movies or plays you have seen. Pre -
pare an oral report on some of the modern compo-
sers who have written the music for successful 
musicals. Illustrate your talk by playing records 
of songs from the shows. For example, you mi ght 
bring in the Oklahoma album from which you select 
particular records that contribute to the mood of 
this production. Select recordings of numbers 
you l ike which could be used for specific scenes 
from plays read or seen this year. 
10. Make -up defines the feature s of the a ctors which 
would otherwise be pale and nwashed-out" by strong 
li6hts. Make-up helps the actor look l ike the 
Individual 
character he i s portraying , Prepare a three-
minute talk with illustrations showing the same 
act or made up to play different roles. Point out 
the main differences in each illustration. Call 
at t ention to age , type of character being imper-
sonated , and general tone of the p l ay from which 
characte r is taken. Prepare a paper that give s 
some of the pr inciples of app lying make-up for 
stage performers . Invite a trained person from 
the community or from t he faculty t o demonstrat e 
these principles for the class. Collect pictures 
of people of different ages. l\iiount the pictures 
f or display. Attach cards tha t c all at tention t o 
t he characteristics of posture as well as the linES 
in the faces . 
Select any one of the fol lowing activities in 
addition to those maPked with an asterisk which 
are requi r ed . 
L Select from the plays y ou have read example s of dia-
logue that: 
Tell us about the c haracter. 
Point t o atmosphere . 
Direct attention to the plot . 
2 . Prepare a five - minute talk on an important director of 
motion pictures or stage plays . Include a list of 
movies or p l ays directed by him. Point out the 
·19 
characteristics of his work . 
3. lVlake arrang ements for your class to visit t h e back-
stage of a theatre. 
4 . Keep a scrapbook containing pictures of actors and 
actresses currently appearing in plays. Note the 
month and date of the magazine or newspaper from which 
the pictures have been taken. 
5. set up a model or miniature stage with setting s. 
Arrange a lighting p lan that will show colors changing 
when li ght is passed thr ough glass plates of d i fferent 
colors. 
6. In the Art or Industrial Arts class, with permission 
of the teacher, make a miniature stage. Include stag e 
setting and miniature props. Write a short paragra p h 
to accompany the model that identifies the pla y for 
which you made the stage. Give the name and author 
of the p l ay. 
7. Arrange with the teacher and a group of clas smates the 
dramatization of a short scene from a play. Use the 
wire recorde r for playing back scenes after the presen-
tation. Point out t h e importance of voice in projec-
tion of character particularly when not accompanied 
by the visua l aids of fac ial expressions and pantomine. 
-;<-8 . Keep a record in notebooks of activities you have com-
p leted. 
-:~9. In four or five sentences, comment on each play you 
========~============================================-===========*======= 
I 
have seen or read. Be sure to include name of the play 
and author. Write these brief reports on 3x5 cards 
that will be filed f or reference. 
Example: 
Author {last name first) 
Co~nents---------------------------------
Signature 
Suggested Optional Related Activities 
1. secure three recordings that feature famous Shakes-
pearean actors interpreting the same speech from one of Shake-
speare r s plays .. see Records for Use in the Teaching of Drama-
tics, Ameri c an Educational Theatre Associati on, Allegheny, 
Pennsylvania , 1950. 
2. In Art class, with permission of the instructor, design 
masks. 
3. Plan a costume party in which members of the class 
dress as characters from plays read this year. Have each 
pupil recite lines from the play that will aid the other stu-
dents in identifying the characters • 
. , 
4 . Arrange for a display of book jaacket s from books per-
taininb to the theatre. For exruaples: plays, biographies of 
actors, actresses, directors , scenic de si gners, or fiction 
about the theatre. 
5. Convert a short story into a one-act play. Have stu-
----~--------------------................... ... 
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dents try out for the parts. Present the play to t h e class 
in t h e auditorium. 
6 . Plan an ori ginal and interesting assembly program on 
some aspect of the theatre. Invite the rest of the school. 
7. Plan an exhibit of magazines that feature dramatics. 
For example: Billboard, Variety, Theatre Arts Monthly. High-
li ght t h eatre columns in Saturday Review of Literature, News-
week , Life, and daily newspapers. If pos sible, display sev-
eral reviews of the same play or motion picture by different 
wri ters. 
8. Keep a scrapbook of poems about the theatre. Illus-
trate poems wit h original drawings or pictures from magazines. 
9. From the record collections of pupils, teachers, or 
from the public library select overtures which are good illus-
tration s or music setting the mood of a play bef'o!·e the cur-
tain goes up. Arrange for a 'listening day' when you will 
play t wo or tl~ee of the records. In a three-minute talk tell 
why you like the selection and why you think the music is 
appropriate for the play you have in mi nd. 
10. Plan a n exhibit of the creative work done by the 
class. Write invit at ions to other classes and to parents. 
Write an account of t h e exhibit for the local newspaper and 
the school paper. 
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Evaluative Activities 
The following tests do not include questions on s p ecific 
plays because such questions depend on the play s read by t h e 
pup ils. The tests here may be used first as pre-tests to de-
termine what the pupil knows about the theatre. In this cap -
aci ty they may stimulate interest in the unit. The tests may 
be repeated at the end of the unit wh en p~pils will be inter-
ested in comparing scores or the pre-test with their scores or 
t he final evaluation. 
Test 
Complete the followin g exercises by writing the correct 
word or group or words in the blank space at the ri ght. 
1. The study or a p lay through reading or study is 
called ..................... . 
2 . 'l'hree main t:;-pes or drama are: (l) •••• • .•• ( 2 ) •••••••• 
and { 3 ) •••••••••••• 
3 . A pl a y in which t he hero overcomes rate is called 
a .• • •.•.•.•.•.....•..•.•••.. 
4. An excit i n g dr amat i c performance t h at has more emp ha-
sis on situations is classified as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5. A play in which rate over comes the hero is called a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
I 
I 
II 
li 
6. The plot of a drama often has unities of .•..•..•..• , 
............. , and . ........... . 
7. The idea of the play is called the ••••••••••••• of t h e 
play. 
8 . The conversation in a play is called the ••••••.•..•.•• 
9. Two tools which actors us e in their interpretation of 
character are: •••••.....•..•• and ••••.••.....•• 
1 0 . The atmosphere of a p lay is developed through the use 
of (1) ............ ( 2 ) ..•........• (3) .•............... 
and ( 4 ) •••••••••••••••••• 
11. A play is usua lly divide d into three p arts c a lled ••..• 
12. The playwright tries to d o two thing s in the first 
ac t~ ............ and . ..............• 
1 3 . The point of hi ghest int e rest in the play is called 
the . .............. . 
1 4 . Act s of a p lay may be subdivi de d into ••••••.••..•.••• 
The f ollowing items are samp les of questions tha t serve 
as a basis of recall of n ames prominent in the field of 
dr amatics. The list necessarily would dep end on the emp hasis 
p l aced on particular activities , and so would v a ry according 
to k ind and amount of coverage emp loye d b y the teacher. 
Test 
Identif y the n ames in the following list by writing in 
the spaces one of t h e followin g : actor, actress, director, 
author, dramati c critic, scenic desi gner. 
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1. Katherine Cornell ••.••.....•.•••••.•. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
Robert 
Harold 
Maurice 
Edmond Jones . ......... . . . . . . . . 
Cl urman . .............. . . ..... . 
Evans • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Helen Hayes ••..•• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6. Margaret Webster •••••.••. •••••. ..•••• 
7 . Barbara BelGeddes ••..••••.• . ......... 
8 . Bette Davis. ......................... 
9 . Eu gene O'Neill ...................... · 
10. 
ll. 
James Barrie . . ...................... . 
Julie Harris . ....................... . 
1 2 . Marc Connelly •..•.•....•.•..••.•••••• 
13. Ethel Barrymore ••••..••..•.••...••••. 
14 . Geor ge Bernard Shaw ••••••.••.•••••••• 
15. John Mason Brown •••••.••.•.•....••••• 
16. Donald Oenslager ••.•••.•••••••••••••• 
17 . Sidney Kingsley •••.•••••. •• .••.•.•••• 
1 8 . T. S. Eliot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
19 . Maxwell Ander son ••••••••.......•.•••• 
20 . Spencer Tracey •..••..........•..••••• 
21. 
22 . 
Howard 
Robert 
Barnes ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sherwood. . ................... . 
23 . Clarence Day •..••.....•••.•.......••• 
24 . John Van Drut en •.•...........•..••••• 
25 . Brooks At k inson .•.....•.••••..•.••••• 
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Test 
In the list ·of words a t the left , find the word or group 
of words to complete the err1pty space at the right . Use the 
letter preceding the word. 
a . Conflict 
b. Wing 
c. Acts 
d . script 
e . Cue 
f . Lines 
g . Cast 
h . Understudy 
i. Properties 
j. Characters 
k • .Plot 
l. Up stag e 
m. Wing 
n . Pantomine 
o . Emotion 
p . suspense 
q . Dovm stage 
r . Atmosphere 
s . Climax 
l. The space off stage, right or left, 
from the acting area .•.•.• ••• ••• 
2 . The sum total of people in a play 
.......... ..... .... 
3 . The hi ghest po i nt of interest in the 
p l ay . . ....... . . ... . 
4 . Away from the footlights ••....••. . •••• 
5 . Speech of any length by the charac-
ters . ................ . 
6 . The struggle between two f actors 
....................... 
7. Division of time •.•••••.••••••..•• 
8 . Typewritten play •.•••••............ 
9 . Silent ac t i on ••..•.•.••..•.••..• 
10. Word or si gn tha t tells an actor when 
to spe ak or make an entrance •..•..••• 
11. The feeling that surrounds a play 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 2 . Toward the foot lights ••••.•.•.•••••. . 
1 3 . suspended interest ••.•.•••......•.... 
1 4 . A member of the cast who prepares for 
a role in order that he can replace an 
actor 11vho i s unable to perform ••...••.. 
1 5 . Items which act ors need to help the 
play seem real ••.•.•....••••.•••.. ····· I 
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Test 
In the space provided in Column A, place the name of an 
actor or actress in Column B who appeared in the Broadway pro-
duction of the play. 
Column A Column B 
1. Peter Pan Helen Hayes 
2. The Tempest Paul Kelley 
3. The King and I Fredric March 
4 . Darkness at Noon Jean Arthur 
5. Green Pastures Ethel Waters 
6. Country Girl Jose Ferrar 
7. Autumn Garden Katherine Cornell 
8 . Billy Budd Canada Lee 
9 . Cyrano de Berg erac Dennis King 
10. The Wisteria Tree Claude Rains 
11. The Member of the We dding Gertrude Lawrence 
12 . The Barretts of Wimp ole street William Marshall 
The following check list g iven to pupils as a part of 
the introduction to the unit may point to the preferences of 
students and indicate taste and appreciation, in add ition to 
discovering the limitations of their exp eriences in the dramatic 
ar ts . Other items can be substituted in order to include those 
plays wi th whi c h the teacher knows the pupils are familiar. 
Thi s smnple of a check list wh ich could be used, might also be 
====== =========ll==-=~--
repeated at the end of the unit to serve as one basis for the 
compari s on of growth in appreciation and taste. 
In the groups of: t :h:r·ee plays listed below, please check 
(X) the play you would prefer to see if you had to make a 
choice. 
I. ( ) a. 
( ) b. 
( ) c. 
Julius Caesar 
Llfe with Father 
Make a Wish 
II. ( ) 
) 
) 
a. The Tempest 
b. Macbeth 
c. Annie Get Your Gun 
III. ( · ) a. Hamlet 
( ) b. Victoria Re g ina 
( ) c. Jenny Kissed Me 
IV. ( ) a . Romeo and Juliet 
( ) b . Little-w0men 
( ) c . Oklahoma 
v. ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
VI. ( ) 
( ) 
{ ) 
VII. { ) 
( ) 
( ) 
VIII. ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
a. Kiss Me Kate 
b. neath-of-a-8alesman 
c. Three Men-on a Horse 
a. Darkness at Noon 
b. Green Pastures--
c. Three Men on a Horse 
a. Harvey 
b. This Is the Army 
c. Ethan Prome 
a. A Tree Grows in Brooklyn 
b. PeterPan 
c. Crai g 's Wife 
IX. ( ) a. Our Town 
( ) b. The King and I 
< ) c. wrnterset---
x. ( ) a. Brigadoon 
{ ) b. Cyrano de Bergerac 
( ) c. The Informer 
Optional: 
Name two plays that you have liked better than any otl1ers 
you have attended . 
Name two of your favorite radio and television pro grams. 
Name two of the best movies -you have seen. 
I 
'I 
a. Completion Test 
1. dramatics 
2 . tragedy, comedy, me lodrama 
3 . comedy 
4 . melodrama 
5. tragedy 
6 . time, place, action 
7 . theme 
8 . dialogue 
9 . vo ice and pantomine 
10 . dialogue, costumes, settings, music 
11 . acts 
12. introduce the characters; start the action 
13 . climax 
14 . scenes 
b. Mat ching Test 
l . b. (wing ) 
2 . g . (cast) 
3. So (climax) 
4 . l. (up stage) 
5 . .L> (lines) .L • 
6. a . (conflict) 
7. c. (acts) 
8 . d . (script) 
9 . n. (pantomine) 
l 
s 2 I 
10. e. (cue) 
11. r. {atmosphere) 
12. q. {down st a ge) 
13. p. (suspense) 
14. h. (understudy) 
15. i. {properties) ' 
c. Identification 
1. actress 
2 . scenic designer 
3 . director 
4 . actor and director 
5. actress 
6. director, a ctress, writer 
7. actress 
8 . actress 
9 . author 
10. author 
11. actress 
~--==--
II 
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I 
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20 . actor 
21. dramatic critic 
2 2 . author 
23 . author 
24 . author 
25 . dramati c critic 
d. Matching 
l. Peter Pan--------Jean Arthur 
2 . The Tempest--------Canada Lee 
3. The .King and I--------Gertrude Lawrence 
4. Darkness at Noon-------Claude Rains 
5. Green Pastures--------William Marshall 
6. Country Girl--------Paul Kelley 
7 . Autmnn Garden--------Fredric Mar ch 
8 . Billy Budd--------Dennis King 
9 . Cyrano de Bergerac--------Jose Ferrar 
10. The Wisteria ·Tree--------Helen Hayes 
ll. 'rhe Member of the Weddin g --------Ethel Waters 
12. The Barret ts of Wimpole street------Katherine Cornell 
:.--. ~~------
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APPENDIX 
9 :15 
CHILDREN'S THEATRE OF PORTLAND 
New Hadio Series - First Installment 
Every Saturday WMTW 
Here is an introduction to some of the new friends you are 
going to meet on Saturday morning s at 9:15 when the Children's 
The a tre of Portland presents over vVMTW the program, 11 Tales fro 
Ivory Towers." 
January 21 - The first new friend you're going to make is 
the Little Lame Prince. This little prince lives in a country 
that is very far away from here, and he is very lame. Even so, 
he has a wonderful time with the help of his fairy godmother 
who gives h i m a magic cloak so that he can travel anywhere he 
wants to through the air, magic spectacles so that he can see 
the whole world, and even s i lver ears so that he can hear every 
word that is s a id. If you would like to go with the Prince on 
his. amazing journeys, why don 1t you listen to this story by 
Mulloch Craik and hear what a wonderful thing finally happens 
to the LITTLE LAME PRINCE . 
January 28 - Here's someone you already know, but he has 
been compla ining that very little attention has been paid to 
h i m lately. Yes, it's WINNI E THE POOH, that very lovable tedqy 
be ar of A. A. Milne and he says that it is just about time f or 
you t o turn on your r a dio and hear what happened the day that 
Ee y or e was so unhappy on his birthday and how it was all he an d 
Piglet could do to make i t a happy one. I 'll tell you a secr et 
--in the end it was the nice st birthday everJ 
February 4 - Do you know whose horse was called Widow-
Maker? Why, PECOS BILL 's, of course. And do you know why? 
I can't tell you that, but if you listen to this story you'll 
hear all about this horse and his famous master who was lost 
wh en he was a little boy, raised by a coyote, and · finally be-
c ame the superman of the West. Listen to this famous story by 
James Bowman and ride with Pecos Bill on Widow-Maker to miracu-
lous adventures in the wild and very woody West. 
February 11- This is going to be a 11 live, 11 very special, 
surprise program put on by the Children's Theatre in person. 
I kn ow wha t it's going to be, and I wouldn't miss it if I were 
yoUJ 
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The Fifth Creative Dramatic Workshop 
presents 
11 BEAUTY IS FLED11 
A one-act play by Paul Vincent Carroll 
Under the auspices of the Portland Parks and Recreation Depart 
ment and the Children's Theatre of Portland 
in the 
Granville R. Lee Recreation Center 
on Saturday, January 21, 1950, at 10:00 A. M. 
THE CAST (in the order of their appearance): 
HANS, an old dollmaker ••••••••••• Harold Booker 
DANili, the dollmaker•s wife ••••••• Nancy Wing 
DOLLS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Judith Dunbar 
Nancy Eldridge 
Janet O'Connell 
Roberta Davis 
EDWIN, the king •••••••••••••••••• Lawrence Rozzi 
TAVINTOSK, his majesty 1 s officer.Margaret di F'azio 
RED-HAIRED WOMAN ••••••••••••••••• Shirley York 
l\IIADAIVI HACEENBLOCK, the landlady •• Rita Alves 
A GUARD ••••.••......••••••••••••• Richard Tibbetts 
CROWD, villagers •••••.•.•.••.•••• Josephine Visconi 
Joan Clemente 
TIME: Thirty Years Ago. 
PLACE : Hans, the dollmaker•s workshop, in a tiny village, 
near Germany. 
The Production Staff for the Play: 
DIRECTOR •••••••••••••••••••••••• ->~Mrs. Benjamin Holt 
PROMPTER •••••.•••....•••••.•••••• Lucy Ricci 
STAGE MANAGER ••••••••••••••••••• -l~Eliz abeth Holt 
ASS 1T. STAGE MANAGER •••••••••••• *Victoria Simes 
SCENERY CrlK~V •••••••••••••••••••• ·:mlizabeth Oliphant 
Harold Booker 
Lawrence Rozzi 
Richard Tibbetts 
LIGHTS •••••••.•••••••••••••••••• -l"Walter Cobb 
COSTUMES ••••••..•.•••.••.••••••• ->~Mrs. K. C. Dent on 
Janet O'Connell 
Judith Dunbar 
Joan Clements 
MAKE-UP ••••••••••••••••••••.••••• carol Clifford 
Nancy Eldridge 
Rita Alves 
Shirley York 
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PROPERTIES ••••.•••.•••••••••••••• Josephine Visconi 
DANCING under the direc~ion of ••• Walter Cobb 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY ••••••••••••• ~:-Gate Thomas 
-l~Children 's Theatre staff. All other members al'e 
Seventh Grade Pupils at Jack Junior tligh School, 
Portland, Maine. 
- ---c=-=--=-=--=-=-=11=-=-=--=--- - - - -
THE PORTLAND COMlv1UNITY CONCEHT ASSOCIATION 
PRESENTS 
ROCHESTER CIVIC ORCHESTRA 
Guy Fraser Harrison, Conductor 
On December 9, 1949, at 3 P . :M. in the Portland City Hall 
Auditorium, the Portland Connnunity Concert Association takes 
pleasure in presenting the Rochester Civic Orchestra in a pro-
gram planned especially for the children of the sixth, seventh 
and eighth grades. A price of fifteen cents per person, in-
cluding chaperones, has been set to partially defray expenses. 
PROGRAlvl 
l. The Parade of the Instruments 
Just as the title suggests, this is a parade of the or-
chestral instruments, each demonstrating just what it looks 
and sounds like. 
2 . Overture to "Hansel and Gretel 11 ••••••••••••••• Humperdinck 
The overture sets the scene or mood for the opera. The 
music opens quietly with the 11 Prayer" to show that no harm 
will befall the children. Hansel and Gretel sing this lovely 
praye r in the woods just before they g o to sleep. 
Next comes the 11 Hocus- Pocus 11 music. It is the witch's 
magic song which turns the children into gingerbread. 
The overture ends with a rollicking tune to which the 
children dance when they are once again safe at home. 
3 . Waltz of the Flowers from "Nut Cracker Suite 11 •• Tschaikowsky 
This composer has written a waltz suggesting the beauty 
of flowers. You will enjoy the brilliant harp solo in the 
beginning of the music - whole fields of flowers shimmering 
in the sunlight. soon the flowers are nodding and swaying to 
the rhythm of the graceful waltz. 
4. Dan.se Niacabre .................................. Saint Saens 
Dreams are pictures, too. Did you ever have a strange 
one - the kind people call 11 crazy dreams 11 ? Here is one you 
have had on Halloween. 
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The ghosts and skeletons in this music begin their revels 
at midnight - announced by twelve short strokes of the bell. 
The leader of these ghostly dancers steps forth and tunes 
h is fiddle - for they must have music to dance by. Then they 
beg in. How they hop and leap into the air, to the rattle of 
bones and clanking of feet! The composer suggests this by 
using the xylophone and by knocking on the wood of the violins 
The dance becomes more wild and excited ••• then suddenly the 
rooster crows. {Listen for it.) The first streaks of dawn 
are in the sky. Sh! Ghosts and skeletons are never found in 
daylight. They scurry away to their hiding places. 
5 . surrey with the Fring e on Top •••••••••••••••• Rodgers-Gould 
Everyone knows this popular song . It 1 s not to make you 
laugh, but surely it belong s on this program, for everyone's 
face will beam with pleasure when they hear it. You may be 
amused to hear the horses' hoofs, or the slowing of the surrey 
as it almost stops. What is a surrey? 
6. AVe Maria ......................................... schubert 
A solemn' and beautiful melody loved all over the world. 
When we hear the music, it seems as if we were sitting in some 
quiet church or dimly lighted cathedral. 
7. Yankee Doodle ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••• Morton Gould 
Here is a tune that is as American as our flag. our 
f irst soldiers sang it for fun in the Revolutionary War. A 
present day composer has 11 dressed it up," in a modern way for 
the orchestra. But whatever way it is sung or played, it is 
still t h e sruae jolly tune that makes you feel better to hear 
it. 
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The Children's Theatre will present a special musical pro-
gram by the student Philharmonic Orchestra on Saturday, Febru-
ary 11, 1950, in the Portland City Hall Auditoriwn at 2:30 PM 
under the sponsorship of the Portland Parks and Recreation 
Department. Admission: Children- 16~ (Tax incl.) and Adults-
50ft' (Tax incl. ) • 
Arlyn E. Barnard, your Three A Safety Man, will introduce 
the musical numbers by telling interesting stories about each 
selection. The program will open . with the orchestra playing: 
Trill STAR SPANGLED BANNER - Everyone stand up and sing 
Francis scott Key's rousing National Anthem in this patriotic 
month of February. 
GALLOP from Masquerade is a very modern-sounding 
which was written by a great Russian vno lives today. 
folk music of Armenia is a lively and fast dance with 
part done by the reed instrument - the clarinet. 
piece 
This 
a solo 
From the familiar Edvard Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 
the orchestra will play - ANITRA 1S DANCE and HALL OF THE MOUN-
TAIN KING. In the first number, this famous Norwegian compos~ 
describes .Anitra, the lovely daughter of an Arabian Chief, as 
she does an exotic dance. She is the one to whom Peer gives 
all his gold and jewels. In the HALL OP THE MOUNTAIN KING, 
Peer visits the ugly Troll King and is later tormented by the 
wicked little Troll imps when he tries to escape after dis-
pleasing the fickle King. You will know how displeased the 
Troll King is when you hear the deep, deep voice of the bas-
soon. 
The three stirring REVOLUTIONARY MARCHES will take you 
back to the Colonial days of George Washington and his brave 
army. Only the brass instruments of the orchestr•a will play 
these short pieces. 
The Children's Theatre will show you how the people of 
1776 in George Washington's day danced their favorite dance, 
the stately MINUET, which Sandy Grant will play on the organ. 
Next, the Children's Theatre will perform the country 
SQUARE DANCE of Abraham Lincoln's day. Sandy Grant will play 
one of the tunes which even today are still popular at square 
dance parties. 
Now sing with Orchestra the familiar BATTLE ~rn OF THE 
REPUBLIC, which was heard so often dur i ng the dark days of 
the Civil war. 
BOHEMIAN POLKA from SCHWANDA by Weinberger comes next. 
schwanda was a famous Czechoslovakian bagpiper whose extra-
ordinary adventures come finally to a happy end. It is 
typical folk song music and full of appeal for all ages . 
Gay and rhythmic FIDDLE FADDLE by Leroy Anderson, often 
heard on the radio today, features the violins in such a 
happy tune you will want to dance. Listen for the 11pizzicatou 
section, when the stringed instruments pluck their string s 
instead of using their bows. 
The Theatre will again bring alive the three puppets of 
the CHRISTMAS NIGHTINGALE with the help of the Puppeteer who 
dances to the RUSSIAN DANCE by Rudolf Friml played on the 
organ. 
Again you will have a chance to sing and let your voices 
hit the chandeliers of the Auditorium to the lovely and fami-
liar strains of Katherine Lee Bates' AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL. 

